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The dependence of the light and charge yield of liquid xenon on the applied electric field and
recoil energy is important for dark matter detectors using liquid xenon time projections chambers.
Few measurements have been made of this field dependence at recoil energies less than 10 keV. In
this paper we present results of such measurements using a specialized detector. Recoil energies
are determined via the Compton coincidence technique at four drift fields relevant for liquid xenon
dark matter detectors: 0.19, 0.48, 1.02, and 2.32 kV/cm. Mean recoil energies down to 1 keV were
measured with unprecedented precision. We find that the charge and light yield are anti-correlated
above ∼3 keV, and that the field dependence becomes negligible below ∼6 keV. However, below 3 keV
we find a charge yield significantly higher than expectation and a reconstructed energy deviating
from linearity.
PACS numbers: 29.40.Mc, 61.25.Bi, 78.70.-g, 95.35.+d,
Keywords: Liquid Xenon, Charge Yield, Light Yield, Dark Matter
I. INTRODUCTION
The next generation of dark matter detectors using liq-
uid xenon (LXe) as the detection medium [1, 2] will probe
lower interaction cross sections than ever before. One key
to success for these experiments is an improved under-
standing of low-energy interactions in LXe. The inter-
action cross sections between weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs) and Standard Model particles are gen-
erally expected to increase exponentially with decreasing
interaction energy. However, low-energy interactions in
LXe, below a few keV, are not well-understood theoret-
ically, and measurements of the fundamental properties
of LXe at low energies that allow the interaction energy
scale to be precisely defined are lacking.
For instance, systematic uncertainties on the
scintillation-based energy scale have limited the
search for axions [3] and for annual modulation [4, 5]
with XENON100 data. These systematic uncertainties
could be improved by using a combined energy scale
(CES), that is by using both the prompt scintillation
(S1) and ionization (S2) signals, provided that the
anti-correlation of S1 and S2 in LXe at low energies
is well characterized. Charge yield measurements of
electronic recoils (ERs) are currently most needed. Lack
of such measurements is the primary reason a CES was
not adopted for studies of ERs in XENON100. Next
generation detectors using a CES will benefit from these
measurements.
Measurements of low-energy ERs from monochromatic
γ rays are of particular interest for dark matter searches
using LXe, as their dominant electromagnetic back-
grounds in the outer layer of the detector come from such
Compton scatters.
Direct measurements have been made of the light yield
of LXe due to ERs from monochromatic γ rays as a
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function of the recoil energy down to low energies [6, 7].
These yields were derived from measurements of S1 using
single-phase LXe detectors operated at either zero drift
field or at a single applied electric field. The lowest mean
energy previously measured for the light yield due to ERs
is 1.5 keV [6].
Even fewer measurements have been made of the
charge yield of LXe due to ERs, derived from the S2 sig-
nal, since collecting the ionization electrons typically re-
quires two-phase operation, entailing more sophisticated
detectors. At the current time, no references have been
found for dedicated measurements of the charge yield of
ERs at low energies using Compton scattering of external
monochromatic γ-ray sources, the method employed for
this work. The charge yield of ERs has been measured by
several groups as a function of electric field using mono-
chromatic γ rays, but only at relatively high energies,
e.g. 122, 511, and 570 keV. See Ref. [8] for a review of
ER light and charge measurements.
The light and charge yield from the decay of 83mKr at
9.4 keV and 32.1 keV has been measured [6, 7, 9], though
the decay products consist primarily of several internal
conversion and Auger electrons, and thus are not di-
rectly comparable to measurements with monochromatic
γ rays. Additionally, the charge and light yield from the
decay of tritium (3H) has been measured at two drift
fields [10]. However, as tritium is a single-beta emitter
with a Q-value of 18.6 keV, the resulting energy spectrum
is continuous, and thus Monte Carlo (MC) matching is
required for the recoil energy determination. Similarly,
continuous spectra from the decay of 137Cs have been
measured and an accompanying MC used to determine
the charge and light yield in LXe at various drift fields
[11].
In this paper we present results of measurements of
the light and charge yield of LXe due to low-energy ERs
as a function of applied electric field and deposited en-
ergy. The Compton coincidence technique is used to de-
termine the amount of energy deposited in an ER in the
LXe. The technique, introduced in Ref. [12, 13] and fur-
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2FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup during Comp-
ton coincidence measurements. Monochromatic γ rays from
the decay of 137Cs Compton scatter in the LXe detector, de-
positing energy which results in electronic recoils. The energy
of the γ rays scattering at an angle θ is measured by a HPGe
detector.
ther improved in Ref. [14, 15], is the same technique used
for the measurement of the light yield of ERs described
in detail in Ref. [7]. For this work we employ the same
method, but now use a two-phase time projection cham-
ber (TPC), thus allowing both the charge and light yield
to be measured simultaneously. Science data presented
here were taken during two periods, referred to as runs I
and II.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The principle of the Compton coincidence technique
(CCT) is to irradiate the primary detector with high-
energy monochromatic γ rays, and to look for events in
a second detector in prompt coincidence corresponding
to the full-energy deposition of the Compton-scattered
γ rays. Since the initial energy is known and the final
energy is measured by the second detector, the energy
lost in the primary detector can be determined. By plac-
ing the second detector at various angles relative to the
incoming γ rays, different recoil energy ranges can be
probed in the primary detector.
We measure recoils from incoming 661.7 keV γ rays
emitted from a 123µCi 137Cs source, and measure the
scattered γ rays with a high-purity germanium (HPGe)
detector, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The primary detector used for this measurement is
a two-phase LXe TPC designed to measure both the
light and charge yield of nuclear and electronic recoils
in LXe, and is thus dubbed neriX. The neriX detector is
the latest iteration of such detectors designed and built
at Columbia University for measuring the fundamental
properties of LXe. As shown in Fig. 2, the neriX detector
consists of five photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) surround-
ing a sensitive volume enclosed by a series of grids sup-
ported in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) frame. Four
1” square PMTs (Hamamatsu R8520-406-M4-SEL), each
with four channels, form a square top array of 16 chan-
nels in the gaseous Xe above the sensitive volume. One
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FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the neriX detector.
2” diameter circular PMT (Hamamatsu R6041-406 SEL)
views the LXe volume from below. All PMTs were se-
lected for having high quantum efficiency (QE), >35%
at the Xe scintillation wavelength, 178 nm. During co-
incidence measurements, the top PMT array is used for
event vertex reconstruction and the bottom PMT is used
for the yield determination.
The PTFE support pieces are stackable and com-
pressed vertically between two stainless steel plates via
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) support rods with stain-
less steel springs. The springs ensure that the stack re-
mains compressed and relatively light tight when at LXe
temperature. The nearly seamless PTFE inner surface
surrounding the sensitive volume ensures optimal light
collection efficiency. The bottom and top PMTs are
mounted to separate stainless steel plates that can be
translated vertically with respect to the TPC stack.
To produce the electric fields in the liquid and gaseous
Xe, high voltage (HV) is applied to hexagonal mesh grids
with 3 mm pitch, etched from stainless steel foil. The an-
ode, gate, and cathode grids are 125µm thick, and the
screening grid directly above the bottom PMT is 25µm
thick, ensuring high optical transparency and good elec-
tric field uniformity. The gate and screening grids are
electrically grounded, and negative HV is applied to the
PMTs and the cathode, while +4.5 kV is applied to the
anode. A 56.5 mm diameter ring, made from 1.65 mm
diameter Cu wire is fixed 7 mm above the cathode and
coaxial with the TPC. Two 500 MΩ resistors connected
to the ring divide the voltage between the cathode and
gate grids, improving the linearity of the electron drift
field in the sensitive volume.
The sensitive volume, that is the volume from which
both light and charge signals from the LXe can be mea-
sured, is a cylinder 23.4 mm tall with a 43 mm diameter
while at typical LXe temperature, between the gate and
cathode grids. The volume contains a LXe target mass
of approximately 97 g.
A custom vacuum cryostat vessel made from 1.5 mm
thick stainless steel was designed to minimize the amount
3of LXe and other material outside of the neriX TPC and
provide the LXe level-setting mechanism. In addition,
the amount of PTFE around the sensitive volume was
minimized in order to reduce the likelihood that γ rays
deposit energy outside of the sensitive volume. A total
of ∼2.2 kg of LXe are used to fill the detector vessel.
The neriX cryogenic and purification system was
adapted from that used for the measurements in Ref. [7,
16]. An emergency recovery vessel and rupture disk were
added to capture the Xe gas in the case of a loss of cool-
ing power or insulation vacuum. Circulation of the Xe
gas through the purification loop was achieved using a
diaphragm pump (KNF 143 SN.12E).
The secondary detector is a p-type coaxial HPGe de-
tector (Ortec GEM40-76) with a crystal of 63.7 mm di-
ameter and 59.6 mm length. The typical full width at
half maximum (FWHM) energy resolution at 1.33 MeV
is 1.81 keV, with a typical Peak-to-Compton ratio of 71:1.
During coincidence measurements, the 137Cs source
was placed 17.6 cm horizontally from the TPC center,
and the HPGe detector was placed such that the cen-
ter of the detector endcap was 14.6 cm horizontally from
the TPC center. The positions were measured to within
1 mm using aluminum rules and an auto-leveling laser.
The relative angle between the 137Cs and HPGe detector
was fixed at either 0◦ or 25◦ during science data taking.
Different configurations of the source and HPGe detector
positions were used for the two runs in order to study the
impact of the LXe buffer volume. The bottom PMT used
during run I experienced a deterioration of gain, and was
thus exchanged in between the runs for another PMT of
the same type and comparable QE.
The data acquisition system for neriX is similar to that
used in Ref. [7, 16]. The raw data from neriX is amplified
x10 (Phillips 776) and one copy is digitized by three 14-
bit flash ADCs (CAEN V1724) at 100 MS/s with 40 MHz
bandwidth, and stored to disk. The other copy is fed into
the trigger logic system.
The HPGe detector provides two copies of the pre-
amplified HPGe signal. One copy is inverted and passed
through a leading edge discriminator thus producing the
HPGe trigger. The other copy is amplified with a pulse-
shaping amplifier using a coarse gain of x25 and a 6µs
shaping time, digitized by the same CAEN system, and
then recorded to disk. During measurements at 25◦, the
raw signals from the PMTs are not amplified, so as to
mitigate the saturation of the digitizer due to large S2
signals from higher energy interactions.
Signals from the PMT channels pass through a lead-
ing edge discriminator which subsequently produces the
S1 hardware trigger. The discriminator is updating, pro-
ducing a 10 ns pulse whenever an input signal is above
the threshold, resulting in variable-length trigger pulses.
Logical operations ensure that an S2 trigger is subse-
quently produced only for pulses longer than 100 ns.
Measurements of the S2 trigger efficiency were made us-
ing back-to-back 511 keV γ rays from the decay of 22Na
in prompt coincidence with a NaI detector. The aver-
TABLE I. Typical measured light yield of neriX for the full-
absorption peak of 137Cs (661.7 keV) at various drift fields,
VD, during runs I and II. Uncertainties represent statistical
and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
VD [kV/cm] Average light yield [PE/keV]
run I run II
0.19 2.84 ± 0.04 2.79 ± 0.08
0.48 2.57 ± 0.03 2.41 ± 0.04
1.02 2.27 ± 0.03 2.18 ± 0.06
2.32 2.11 ± 0.04 1.94 ± 0.06
age trigger efficiency for S2 with 103 PE is ∼75%, and is
thus near 100% for most recoil energies measured. Fits of
the observed S2 spectra are corrected for this efficiency
loss. The impact on the attributed charge yield is at
the percent level for 1 keV recoils, and diminishes with
increasing recoil energy.
The hardware trigger for coincidence events is formed
by requiring that an S2 trigger come within 20 − 30µs
after an HPGe trigger, depending on the drift field being
measured. The coincidence trigger and S1 trigger are
recorded to disk. A stricter time coincidence requirement
between the signals from the two detectors is imposed in
post-processing, as described in Section IV C.
III. CALIBRATION
A. LXe detector calibration
Calibration measurements of the PMTs single PE gain
were taken biweekly using a blue LED. Typical gains were
(5 − 7) · 105 electrons/PE. Regular calibrations of neriX
with γ rays from 137Cs (662 keV) were taken to monitor
the TPC performance. The typical measured light yields
for 137Cs during runs I and II are given in Table I.
The room temperature QE of the bottom PMT used
in neriX was measured by the manufacturer to be 39.6%
and 37.6% for the different PMTs used in run I and II,
respectively.
For each run, the liquid level was set at the position
that optimized the S2 energy resolution. This resulted
is an increase in the average level of 310µm between
the runs. The level was observed to be stable to within
±50µm during run I and ±20µm during run II.
The neriX detector is capable of measuring single elec-
tron signals, thus allowing for the absolute gain of ex-
tracted ionization electrons to be measured directly. In
this work, the single electron gain, G, is defined as the
number of PE detected by the bottom PMT for each ex-
tracted electron. This gain was measured approximately
once per week, or whenever the drift field was changed,
using γ rays from 137Cs and following the method de-
scribed in Ref. [17]. The average measured G for each
4TABLE II. Average single electron gain, G, in neriX detec-
tor for the bottom PMT only for the different drift fields,
VD, measured over the course of runs I and II. Uncertain-
ties represent statistical and systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature.
VD [kV/cm] Average G [PE/electron]
run I run II
0.19 16.1 ± 0.5 17.3 ± 0.6
0.48 16.9 ± 0.5 17.1 ± 0.8
1.02 16.8 ± 0.5 17.6 ± 0.7
2.32 16.6 ± 0.5 17.2 ± 0.7
cathode voltage is summarized in Table II. Typical gains
were (16− 17) PE/electron. The systematic difference in
G between the runs is accounted for by the difference in
QE of the PMTs and the change in liquid level. The effi-
ciency of electron extraction, η, was estimated assuming
the relation in Eq. 2 as discussed in Section IV E. The loss
of electrons due to attachment to impurities in the LXe
was found to be negligible.
B. HPGe detector calibration
The HPGe detector performance was monitored on
a weekly basis and was calibrated using γ rays from
57Co (122.1 keV and 136.5 keV), 137Cs (661.7 keV) and
22Na (1275 keV). The detector response was found to
be linear with an energy resolution well described by
σHPGe(E) = α + β ·
√
E, where E is the γ-ray energy,
and the values of α and β are determined from the fit.
The resulting energy calibration was found to be stable
to within 2% of the mean over the course of runs I and
II. A weighted average of the results of all calibrations
measurements was taken to determine the energy calibra-
tion used for the final analysis of each run. The average
FWHM energy resolution at 662 keV and 552 keV was de-
termined to be 1.4 keV and 1.3 keV, respectively. Hence,
when using the CCT method to determine the recoil en-
ergy in LXe, the 1σ uncertainty on the inferred energy
varies between 0.6 keV for Er = 0.5 keV and 0.5 keV for
Er = 110 keV.
IV. COMPTON COINCIDENCE
MEASUREMENTS
Coincidence measurements were made over the course
of runs I and II for different angular configurations and
at different cathode voltages (drift fields). In run I, mea-
surements were made at 0◦ and 25◦ for cathode voltages
of −0.345, −1.054, −2.356, and −5.550 kV. In run II,
measurements were made at 0◦ for the same voltages,
and at 25◦ for cathode voltages of −2.356 and −5.550 kV
only. The total live time of coincidence measurements
was 41.1 days and 28.0 days in runs I and II, respectively.
During each run, science data were recorded nearly 24
hours per day, with brief, regular pauses for the calibra-
tion measurements described in Section III.
A. Electric field simulation and fiducial volume
The electric field in the neriX detector was simu-
lated using COMSOL Multiphysics R© Suite. An accurate
model of the relevant detector geometry and materials
was employed to calculate the spatial uniformity of the
drift field for various cathode, anode, and PMT volt-
ages. Simulations in both 2D and 3D were performed as
a consistency check. For the cathode voltages employed
for the final coincidence measurements, −0.345, −1.054,
−2.356, and −5.500 kV, the mean drift fields as estimated
by both 2D and 3D simulations of the detector and cryo-
stat are 0.19 ± 0.03, 0.48 ± 0.05, 1.02 ± 0.12, and 2.32
± 0.28 kV/cm, respectively. For these cases, the anode
voltage is fixed to be +4.5 kV, and the gate and screening
grids held at 0 V. See Table III for a summary.
These simulations show that the drift field is very uni-
form near the center of the detector, but deviates non-
linearly near the grids and detector walls. The fidu-
cial volume (FV) for the final analysis was chosen so as
to maximize the accepted number of coincidence events
while ensuring an acceptable spatial variation of the drift
field. To this end, the FV was defined with boundaries
1 mm below the gate grid and above the cathode grid,
and 0.5 mm radially inward from the inner surface of the
PTFE walls. The systematic uncertainties on the drift
field reported here are a volumetric average of the varia-
tion of the simulated field over the extent of the FV due
to the non-homogeneity and anisotropy of the detector
geometry.
B. Monte Carlo simulation
The expected performance of the neriX detector during
coincidence measurements was simulated using Geant4.
The Geant4 geometry includes a detailed model of the
neriX detector, cryostat, and outer support structures,
as well as the HPGe detector. The simulation was used
to estimate the expected effect of energy loss outside of
the TPC sensitive volume due to multiple scattering.
These simulations show that for recoils with energies
< 20 keV, on average less than 45 eV is lost outside of the
FV. Thus, the expected systematic shift in the energy
attributed to coincidence events is only ∼5% for 1 keV
recoils, and less for higher-energy recoils. For all recoil
energies considered in this analysis, this shift is negligible
compared to the energy resolution of the HPGe detector.
In addition, these simulations show that the average en-
ergy lost outside of the FV for the different configurations
of the source and HPGe detector positions used in run
5TABLE III. Measured average electron drift velocities in LXe
at various cathode voltages, VC, and drift fields, VD, used for
final science measurements.
VC [kV] −0.345 −1.054 −2.356 −5.550
VD [kV/cm] 0.19 0.48 1.02 2.32
±1σ [kV/cm] 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.28
vd [mm/µs], run I 1.51 1.72 1.96 2.21
vd [mm/µs], run II 1.54 1.75 1.97 2.22
I and II is negligibly different (< 2 eV). Hence, the data
from these runs can be combined.
C. Data processing and selection
The recorded data consists of 17 PMT waveforms, the
amplified HPGe signal, and a multiplexed trigger signal.
The data is processed using the same peak-finding soft-
ware as XENON100 [18]. For each scintillation signal
identified by the software, the position, area, height, and
other basic parameters are computed. The trigger signal
is de-multiplexed and the number of S1 and S2-HPGe
coincidence triggers and their positions in the trace are
extracted.
The event vertex in the x-y plane is found using a neu-
ral network model. The uncertainty on the position re-
construction is estimated to be less than 3 mm, as the an-
ode grid, which has a 3 mm pitch, is resolved. The depth
of events is found using the difference in time between
the S1 and S2 signals and the measured field-dependent
drift velocity, vd. The average vd in neriX is measured
directly using photoionization of the grids, following the
method described in Ref. [17], but using ionization from
S2 rather than from S1. The vd measurements for the
various drift fields are summarized in Table III.
Events are selected by requiring that they pass a cer-
tain set of basic quality cuts. For S1 spectra, they must
have a single valid S1 and S2 with an event vertex within
the FV, defined in Section IV A. They must also pass a
timing cut, which requires that the S1 peak be identified
in the trace within 0.5µs before a HPGe trigger. The
observed distribution of the relative time between the S1
and HPGe trigger is strongly peaked near ∼0.25µs, and
increasing the time window beyond 0.5µs has negligible
impact on the results. The size of the S1 signals is cor-
rected according to their depth, and the size of all signals
are scaled by the measured PMT gains. For S2 spectra,
the requirement of an S1 is dropped so as to avoid any
possible impact from a loss of S1 detection efficiency, and
the timing of the HPGe trigger is used to determine the
depth of events. The measured S2 trigger efficiency is
taken into account. The S2 signals are not corrected for
electron loss by attachment to impurities in the LXe, as
such charge loss is found to be negligible. The valid coin-
cidence events are then divided into recoil energy ranges
by selecting energy subranges of the corresponding HPGe
signals.
D. Measured distributions
An example of the measured HPGe and neriX distri-
butions for valid coincidence events is shown in the top
panels of Fig. 3. The main distributions show a clear cor-
relation between the energy deposited in the HPGe and
LXe, as expected, and correspond to events where all of
the energy is deposited in the two detectors. The approx-
imately flat distribution of events below this curve cor-
responds to events where not all the energy is deposited,
e.g. to events where the γ ray Compton scatters from the
HPGe detector, depositing only a fraction of its energy.
The timing cut largely removes events above this curve,
corresponding to accidental coincidence events. Events
with full-energy deposition in the HPGe (662 keV) in ac-
cidental coincidence with events in neriX are also clearly
visible. The energy of these events and spread therein
are in good agreement with the dedicated HPGe calibra-
tions described in Section III B, and validate the stability
of the calibration throughout the course of science data
taking.
Histograms of the corresponding light (S1) and charge
(S2) distributions in neriX are shown in the bottom pan-
els of Fig. 3. The widths of the HPGe energy subranges
were chosen so that there are at least several hundred
events per energy bin, thus ensuring sufficient statis-
tics for all spectral fits, and better than 1% statisti-
cal uncertainty for most bins. An example of this en-
ergy selection is shown in Fig. 3. Approximately equal
statistics were taken for data at 0 ◦ and 0.19, 1.02, and
2.32 kV/cm drift fields, allowing for 2 keV wide HPGe en-
ergy bins. Roughly double the statistics were taken at 0 ◦
and 0.48 kV/cm drift field, allowing for 1 keV wide HPGe
energy bins. For data at 25 ◦, 4 keV wide HPGe energy
bins are employed for data taken at all fields.
E. Yield determination
The light and charge yields were determined by se-
lecting recoil energy subranges in the HPGe detector of
1− 2 keV width, depending on the data type, fitting the
corresponding S1 and S2 distributions to find the av-
erage light and charge signal size for each range, and
then dividing by the respective recoil energy in the cen-
ter of the range, Er. The recoil energy is calculated as
Er = 661.7−EHPGe (in keV). The light and charge yields
were extracted for recoils with mean energies down to
1 keV at 0.48 kV/cm drift field, and down to 2 keV at
0.19, 1.02, and 2.32 kV/cm drift fields.
The S1 spectra for low-energy subranges, ≤ 10 keV,
are fit by a sum of Poisson functions, modeling the emis-
sion and collection process of scintillation light, each con-
6FIG. 3. Distribution of measured HPGe signal (vertical axis in top panels) versus the scintillation signal (left), and ionization
signal (right) for coincidence data taken at 0 ◦ and 0.19 kV/cm drift field during run I. The selected energy subrange in
the HPGe, (650.7 − 652.7) keV, is designated by the dashed lines in the top panels, and corresponds to ERs in neriX with
Er = 10.0 ± 1.6 keV. The light gray histograms show the corresponding full light and charge distributions in neriX, while the
black histograms show the distributions for the selected energy subrange.
volved with a corresponding Gaussian function, modeling
the smearing of the signal due to the amplification pro-
cess. Specifically, the fit function takes the form
f(x) =
∑
n
Ae−µµn · (n!)−1 · (
√
2pinσ)−1 · e− (x−n)
2
2nσ2 (1)
where A is the amplitude, µ is the mean S1 response,
〈S1〉, and σ is the effective resolution per PE. The sum
runs over the range n = [1, 100] PE, and f(x) is pro-
portional to the probability for the reconstructed signal,
S1, to be of size x if µPE are detected on average over
the considered energy interval. For each fit, A and µ
are free parameters and σ is fixed to the average best-fit
value over the energy range of 1.32. The resulting shape
is slightly asymmetric for small S1 signals, but becomes
increasingly symmetric for Er greater than a few keV.
The observed S1 spectra have a rate falling off at low
PE like a binomial, as expected due to the PMT QE and
the geometrical limitation of the absolute light collection
efficiency. The low-energy analysis threshold for S1 was
hence chosen to be 1.5 PE, corresponding to a theoretical
absolute detection efficiency of 80%. No correction for
this efficiency loss was included in the spectral fits.
For S2 signals (with means typically > 103 PE at min-
imum) and for S1 signals for Er >10 keV, a simple Gaus-
sian function is used to fit and determine 〈S1〉 and 〈S2〉.
Examples of the spectra fitting at 2 and 4 keV are shown
in Fig. 4-5.
Saturation of the measured S2 signals due to sat-
uration of the digitizer was observed for some data
taken at 0 ◦. Above a certain recoil energy threshold,
∼ 24 − 40 keV depending on the cathode voltage, this
saturation increased with recoil energy. The maximum
energy at which the charge yield is reported here for data
taken at 0 ◦ was chosen accordingly, so as to remove the
affected data.
No saturation effects are apparent in the data taken at
25 ◦ due to the bypassing of the x10 amplifier. However,
a systematic rise in the light yield with decreasing recoil
energy is evident below a certain energy threshold. No
opposite trend is observed for the corresponding S2 data,
and no similar trend is observed in the S1 data with the
same recoil energies for data taken at 0 ◦. Above this
threshold, the yields from measurements at 0 ◦ and 25 ◦
are in very good agreement, as evident in Fig. 6. The
threshold above which this effect was not apparent was
between 25−65 keV, depending on the drift field. The na-
ture of this systematic effect is not currently understood.
Affected data were removed from the results presented
here.
The total numbers of scintillation photons and ion-
ization electrons emitted per unit recoil energy, after
electron-ion recombination has taken place, are referred
to as the light and charge yields, respectively. These ab-
solute yields, in units of photons/keV and electrons/keV,
are determined from the measured yields, in PE/keV, by
scaling by the absolute gains of the S1 and S2 signals,
referred to herein as g1 and g2. Specifically, for this anal-
ysis g1 and g2 are defined as the average number of PE
detected by the bottom PMT for each scintillation pho-
ton and ionization electron escaping electron-ion recom-
bination, respectively. In general, the value of g1 depends
on the light collection efficiency of the detector as well as
the collection efficiency and QE of the PMT. The value of
g2 depends on the gas pressure and electric field strength
near and above the liquid surface, and hence primarily
on the anode voltage and liquid level height.
Anti-correlation between the expectation values of S1
and S2 is assumed, such that
Er/W = 〈S1〉/g1 + 〈S2〉/g2 (2)
7FIG. 4. Distribution of scintillation signal, S1, at various drift fields for 2 keV (left) and 4 keV (right) electronic recoils in neriX
during run II coincidence measurements. Smooth curves show fit according to Eq. 1 (dotted line), and fit range (solid line).
8TABLE IV. Best-fit values from the anti-correlation analysis
described in text.
Parameter VD [kV/cm] run I run II
W [eV]
All
13.4 ± 0.3 13.4 ± 0.4
g1 [PE/photon ] 0.105 ± 0.003 0.099 ± 0.005
η
0.19 0.89+0.04−0.04 0.78
+0.07
−0.06
0.48 0.95+0.03−0.04 0.82
+0.09
−0.09
1.02 0.96+0.02−0.03 0.90
+0.06
−0.09
2.32 0.95+0.03−0.04 0.96
+0.03
−0.05
G [PE/electron]
0.19 16.2 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.6
0.48 16.9 ± 0.4 17.1 ± 0.8
1.02 16.9 ± 0.3 17.6 ± 0.7
2.32 16.9 ± 0.4 17.6 ± 0.7
where W is the average energy required to produce either
one scintillation photon or ionization electron. We as-
sume an average value for W of 13.7 ± 0.4 eV [8]. Values
of 〈S1〉 and 〈S2〉 are extracted for each energy subrange
at each drift field measured. A plot of 〈S1〉/Er versus
〈S2〉/Er results in a straight line which is subsequently
fit assuming Eq. 2 to determine g1 and g2 for each data
type, as described below.
Direct measurements of G for each cathode voltage
measured, described in Sec III A and summarized in Ta-
ble II, are related to g2 by the efficiency for extracting
ionization electrons, η, such that g2 = η ·G.
A global fit of the measured yields using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is performed [19], taking
into account the measured values of W , G, and the PMT
gains in order to determine the best-fit values of W ,
g1, η, and G. Gaussian priors are assumed for W , G,
and the PMT gains, while flat priors are assumed for g1
and η. The energy range considered for this analysis is
Er > 10.5 keV, i.e. well above detector threshold and in
an energy range where Eq. 2 has been validated experi-
mentally.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table IV.
The best-fit W values are lower than the accepted value,
but in good agreement given uncertainties. The differ-
ence in g1 values between the runs is in agreement with
the expectation, given the different QE of the PMTs for
the two runs. The difference in η values between the runs
is attributed to the different liquid level in those runs,
while the field dependence is attributed to a change of the
field strength near the liquid/gas interface due to leakage
of the gate grid. In general it is found that correlations
between the fit parameters are non-negligible, and that
the derived probability distributions for η are not Gaus-
sian due to the physical constraint that η < 1. Nonethe-
less, comparable fit results and uncertainties (apart from
uncertainties on η for mean values with η ≈ 1) are ob-
tained using a traditional χ2 analysis and propagating
uncertainties using the full covariance matrix of the fit.
The posterior distributions from the MCMC are sam-
pled in order to determine the yields in photons/keV and
electrons/keV, as well as the reconstructed mean recoil
energies for each run. The weighted average of the yields
and reconstructed energies from runs I and II is com-
puted using the statistical and systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature as the weights. The resulting aver-
age yields are shown in Fig. 6. The relative deviation of
the average reconstructed recoil energies from the mea-
sured recoil energies is shown in Fig. 7.
F. Yield uncertainties
Due to the finite energy resolution of the HPGe detec-
tor, the range of actual recoil energies in each energy bin
is broader than the nominal width. Thus, while differ-
ent energy bins do not share events, they are expected to
overlap somewhat in terms of the actual recoil energy of
events in the bins. The selected recoil energy range for
each bin is shown as solid horizontal error bars in Fig. 6.
The estimated range of actual recoil energies, that is the
selected energy range plus the 1σ HPGe energy resolu-
tion, is shown as open horizontal brackets in Fig. 6 and
as solid horizontal error bars in Fig. 7.
Since the yields are determined by dividing by the en-
ergy of each bin center, a shift in the average energy of
events in each bin from this center energy would result
in a systematic shift the attributed mean yield. How-
ever, it is observed that the average energy of events for
each bin is within 10% of the bin center for the lowest-
energy recoil of each data type (1 or 2 keV), and within
1% of the bin center for all other bins. In all cases, the
resulting shift in the attributed mean energy is negligible
compared to the bin width and energy resolution of the
HPGe detector.
The systematic effect of the binning definition and fit
range of the measured S1 and S2 distributions on the
yield determination was studied and found to impact
the S1 fits in the lowest 1 − 2 bins for data taken at
0◦ only. The average relative sizes of these effects were
16% and 9%, respectively, for the lowest energy bin, and
4% and 5%, respectively, for the following bin. By the
third bin, these effects were negligible. The correspond-
ing systematic uncertainties in the light yield, which are
recoil-energy dependent, are added in quadrature with
the statistical uncertainties of the respective bins and are
shown as solid vertical bars around each point in Fig. 6
and reported in Tables V-VIII.
The variation of the actual yield and differential scat-
tering rate over the width of each energy bin can also
result in a systematic shift of the attributed mean yield.
Given the observed variation of the measured yield be-
tween consecutive bins (taking into account the uncer-
tainties mentioned above) and assuming a flat differen-
tial scattering rate, we estimate this possible shift to be
at most ∼9% for 1 keV recoils, 1−6% for recoils between
2 keV and 6 keV, and < 1% for recoils > 6 keV. The ac-
tual size of such a systematic shift is difficult to quantify
9FIG. 5. Distribution of ionization signal, S2, at various drift fields for 2 keV (left) and 4 keV (right) electronic recoils in neriX
during run II coincidence measurements. Smooth curves show Gaussian fit (dotted line), and fit range (solid line).
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FIG. 6. Light yield (top panels) and charge yield (bottom panels) as a function of recoil energy and drift field for ERs in
neriX, with low-energy zooms (right panels). Weighted fit of results from runs I and II for data taken at 0◦ and 25◦. Statistical
and recoil-energy dependent uncertainties on yields shown as solid vertical lines. Systematic uncertainties on yields shown as
open vertical square brackets. Selected recoil energy range shown as solid horizontal lines, with open brackets showing expected
extent due to finite HPGe energy resolution. Corresponding point values and uncertainties are given in Tables V-VIII.
FIG. 7. Relative deviation of the recoil energy as recon-
structed using Eq. 2 from the recoil energy as measured by
the HPGe detector, shown versus the measured recoil energy.
The expectation of no deviation is shown as a dashed line.
since the actual yields are unknown. This possible shift
is not included in the uncertainties reported herein.
The uncertainties on the PMT gain, G, g1, and η affect
all points of a given data type uniformly, and are herein
referred to as systematic uncertainties. The correlations
between these parameters are probed by the MCMC of
the global fit of the reconstructed energy, which is used
to propagate the uncertainties to the final yields and re-
constructed recoil energy for each run and data type.
The resulting total systematic uncertainties are shown
as vertical open brackets around each point in Fig. 6 and
are reported in Tables V-VIII. In Fig. 7, the vertical error
bars show the statistical and systematic errors added in
quadrature.
V. RESULTS
The final results of the light and charge yield determi-
nations are shown in Fig. 6 and summarized in Tables V-
VIII. We observe that the light yield increases with re-
coil energy, attaining a maximum between 10 − 35 keV
depending on the field, and then decreases. A similar,
but opposite, trend is observed for the charge yield. The
general dependence of the yield on the drift field is sig-
nificant and is as expected for a charge recombination
process, showing a decreasing light yield and increasing
charge yield with increasing drift field. We also find that
the drift field dependence of the yields diminishes with
decreasing recoil energy and becomes negligible, given
experimental uncertainties, below ∼ 6 keV.
The reconstructed energies, Fig. 7, show good agree-
ment with the anti-correlation relationship as formulated
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FIG. 8. Comparison plot of LXe light yield (top) and
charge yield (bottom) from ERs with comparable electric
field strengths. The neriX results taken at 0.19± 0.03 kV/cm
(blue circles) are shown together with measurements from [10]
taken at 0.18 kV/cm (magenta band and dashed line), mea-
surements from [11] taken at 0.236 kV/cm (green band and
dashed line), and calculations from [10, 20] at 0.19 V/cm (blue
line).
in Eq. 2 for recoil energies above 3 keV. Below 3 keV a sig-
nificant deviation from expectation is observed, increas-
ing from an average of +12% at 2 keV to +35% at 1 keV.
See Fig. 8 for a comparison of our results taken at
0.19 kV/cm with recent measurements and predictions
at comparable drift fields.
VI. DISCUSSION
We find that our results at 0.19 kV/cm are generally
in good agreement with recent measurements at compa-
rable fields using continuous recoil energy bands. The
measured light yield agrees very well with that in [11],
while both are systematically lower than that in [10] by
∼ 1σ on average. The measured charge yield is system-
atically higher than that in [10] by ∼ 1− 2σ.
Our results are in similarly good agreement with the
NEST model predictions [10, 20] at low energies > 2 keV.
The agreement for the light and charge yields at 0.48,
1.02, and 2.32 kV/cm is very good, though for data at
0.19 kV/cm the measured field dependence is less pro-
nounced than that predicted by NEST. For 2 keV recoils,
FIG. 9. Distribution of scintillation signal (top panel)
and ionization signal (bottom panel) for 1 keV recoils at
0.48 kV/cm drift field during run II.
however, we observe a slightly higher light yield than
predicted by NEST at all measured fields, and for 1 keV
recoils at 0.48 kV/cm, the observed charge yield is signif-
icantly higher.
Fig. 7 shows that our data supports the use of a com-
bined energy scale as defined in Eq. 2 for determining
ER energies in LXe dark matter detectors for recoil en-
ergies above ∼ 3 keV. However, for recoil energies below
∼ 3 keV, a significant deviation from the expectation is
observed. Even assuming a light yield of zero at 1 keV,
the measured charge yield exceeds what should be possi-
ble given the accepted, recoil-energy independent average
W value. Assuming an ionization potential of 11.7 eV for
LXe, the maximum number of quanta that can be pro-
duced for 1 keV recoils is ∼ 85.5, which is greater than
the measured charge yield, but in agreement given ex-
perimental uncertainties.
A threshold effect on the S2 signal could plausibly
cause an apparent rise in the charge yield. However,
the measured S2 trigger efficiency is incorporated in the
analysis. Furthermore, the observed S2 spectra for 1 keV
recoils, see Fig. 5 and 9, show no evidence of significant
asymmetry. In addition, reducing the energy bin width
to 0.5 keV for the data taken at 0.48 kV/cm drift field
results in a nearly identical charge yield at 1 keV. Thus,
it is unlikely that the high charge yield at 1 keV is due
to a rate or binning effect.
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A threshold effect on the S1 signal, e.g. a loss of the S1
peak identification efficiency of the raw data processing
software as well as the decrease in S1 detection efficiency
due to the expected statistical limitations mentioned in
Sec IV E, could also potentially cause such an apparent
rise in the charge yield. However, dropping the S1 re-
quirement for the S2 spectra ensures that such effects
can have no impact.
Thus, we conclude that the observed rise in the charge
yield is likely not artificial, and may instead indicate that
the combined energy scale as described in Eq. 2 breaks
down at very low energies, namely that the average W
value may be energy dependent.
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TABLE V. Weighted fit of measured light and charge yields in neriX detector during runs I and II for data taken at a mean
drift field of 0.19 ± 0.03 kV/cm, assuming g1, η, and G values stated in text.
Source-HPGe Angle: 0◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 4.5 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 5.4 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
1.0− 3.0 0.6 26.9 ± 1.2 55.8 ± 0.4
3.0− 5.0 0.6 32.9 ± 0.5 41.6 ± 0.2
5.0− 7.0 0.6 38.1 ± 0.2 36.5 ± 0.1
7.0− 9.0 0.6 40.3 ± 0.2 34.1 ± 0.1
9.0− 11.0 0.6 42.6 ± 0.2 32.8 ± 0.1
11.0− 13.0 0.6 43.1 ± 0.2 31.7 ± 0.1
13.0− 15.0 0.6 43.6 ± 0.1 30.7 ± 0.1
15.0− 17.0 0.6 44.1 ± 0.1 30.3 ± 0.1
17.0− 19.0 0.6 44.7 ± 0.1 29.7 ± 0.1
19.0− 21.0 0.6 45.2 ± 0.1 29.2 ± 0.1
21.0− 23.0 0.6 45.2 ± 0.1 28.9 ± 0.1
23.0− 25.0 0.6 45.8 ± 0.1 28.9 ± 0.1
25.0− 27.0 0.6 45.6 ± 0.1 28.7 ± 0.1
27.0− 29.0 0.6 45.7 ± 0.1 28.6 ± 0.1
29.0− 31.0 0.6 46.1 ± 0.1 28.4 ± 0.1
31.0− 33.0 0.6 45.9 ± 0.1 28.3 ± 0.1
33.0− 35.0 0.6 46.2 ± 0.1 28.4 ± 0.1
35.0− 37.0 0.6 45.8 ± 0.1 28.4 ± 0.1
37.0− 39.0 0.6 45.9 ± 0.1 28.4 ± 0.1
39.0− 41.0 0.6 45.7 ± 0.1 –
41.0− 43.0 0.6 45.2 ± 0.1 –
43.0− 45.0 0.6 45.7 ± 0.1 –
45.0− 47.0 0.6 45.1 ± 0.1 –
Source-HPGe Angle: 25◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 2.7 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 2.7 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
16.0− 20.0 0.6 – 29.4 ± 0.2
20.0− 24.0 0.6 – 28.7 ± 0.2
24.0− 28.0 0.6 45.4 ± 0.4 28.3 ± 0.2
28.0− 32.0 0.6 46.5 ± 0.4 28.2 ± 0.2
32.0− 36.0 0.6 46.6 ± 0.4 28.3 ± 0.2
36.0− 40.0 0.6 45.9 ± 0.3 28.6 ± 0.2
40.0− 44.0 0.6 45.9 ± 0.3 28.9 ± 0.2
44.0− 48.0 0.6 45.2 ± 0.3 29.0 ± 0.2
48.0− 52.0 0.6 44.7 ± 0.3 30.0 ± 0.2
52.0− 56.0 0.6 44.3 ± 0.2 30.2 ± 0.2
56.0− 60.0 0.6 44.3 ± 0.3 30.6 ± 0.2
60.0− 64.0 0.6 43.7 ± 0.2 31.1 ± 0.2
64.0− 68.0 0.6 42.5 ± 0.2 32.0 ± 0.2
68.0− 72.0 0.6 42.4 ± 0.2 32.8 ± 0.2
72.0− 76.0 0.6 41.2 ± 0.2 33.1 ± 0.2
76.0− 80.0 0.6 40.8 ± 0.2 33.0 ± 0.3
80.0− 84.0 0.6 40.3 ± 0.3 34.1 ± 0.3
84.0− 88.0 0.6 39.9 ± 0.3 34.2 ± 0.3
88.0− 92.0 0.6 39.1 ± 0.3 35.2 ± 0.4
92.0− 96.0 0.6 38.0 ± 0.4 34.8 ± 0.4
96.0− 100.0 0.6 38.4 ± 0.3 36.7 ± 0.4
100.0− 104.0 0.6 37.3 ± 0.3 37.1 ± 0.5
104.0− 108.0 0.6 37.8 ± 0.4 38.0 ± 0.5
108.0− 112.0 0.5 36.0 ± 0.5 38.3 ± 0.7
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TABLE VI. Weighted fit of measured light and charge yields in neriX detector during runs I and II for data taken at a mean
drift field of 0.48 ± 0.05 kV/cm, assuming g1, η, and G values stated in text.
Source-HPGe Angle: 0◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 6.6 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 8.1 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
0.5− 1.5 0.6 16.9 ± 2.6 79.0 ± 0.9
1.5− 2.5 0.6 25.4 ± 1.0 53.6 ± 0.3
2.5− 3.5 0.6 31.2 ± 0.4 44.6 ± 0.2
3.5− 4.5 0.6 34.0 ± 0.3 40.5 ± 0.1
4.5− 5.5 0.6 37.1 ± 0.3 37.8 ± 0.1
5.5− 6.5 0.6 38.1 ± 0.2 35.6 ± 0.1
6.5− 7.5 0.6 39.0 ± 0.2 34.6 ± 0.1
7.5− 8.5 0.6 39.4 ± 0.2 33.9 ± 0.1
8.5− 9.5 0.6 40.1 ± 0.2 33.1 ± 0.1
9.5− 10.5 0.6 41.1 ± 0.2 32.6 ± 0.1
10.5− 11.5 0.6 42.0 ± 0.2 32.4 ± 0.1
11.5− 12.5 0.6 41.3 ± 0.2 32.1 ± 0.1
12.5− 13.5 0.6 42.2 ± 0.1 32.0 ± 0.1
13.5− 14.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 31.8 ± 0.1
14.5− 15.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 31.5 ± 0.1
15.5− 16.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 31.5 ± 0.1
16.5− 17.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 31.4 ± 0.1
17.5− 18.5 0.6 42.7 ± 0.1 31.3 ± 0.1
18.5− 19.5 0.6 42.9 ± 0.1 31.2 ± 0.1
19.5− 20.5 0.6 42.8 ± 0.1 31.6 ± 0.1
20.5− 21.5 0.6 42.9 ± 0.1 31.3 ± 0.1
21.5− 22.5 0.6 42.9 ± 0.1 31.2 ± 0.1
22.5− 23.5 0.6 42.9 ± 0.1 31.2 ± 0.1
23.5− 24.5 0.6 42.6 ± 0.1 31.6 ± 0.1
24.5− 25.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 31.6 ± 0.1
25.5− 26.5 0.6 42.9 ± 0.1 31.6 ± 0.1
26.5− 27.5 0.6 43.0 ± 0.1 –
27.5− 28.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 –
28.5− 29.5 0.6 42.5 ± 0.1 –
29.5− 30.5 0.6 42.3 ± 0.1 –
30.5− 31.5 0.6 42.2 ± 0.1 –
31.5− 32.5 0.6 42.4 ± 0.1 –
32.5− 33.5 0.6 42.1 ± 0.1 –
33.5− 34.5 0.6 42.0 ± 0.1 –
34.5− 35.5 0.6 41.6 ± 0.1 –
35.5− 36.5 0.6 41.6 ± 0.1 –
36.5− 37.5 0.6 41.4 ± 0.1 –
37.5− 38.5 0.6 41.1 ± 0.1 –
38.5− 39.5 0.6 41.2 ± 0.1 –
39.5− 40.5 0.6 41.0 ± 0.1 –
40.5− 41.5 0.6 41.0 ± 0.1 –
41.5− 42.5 0.6 40.3 ± 0.1 –
42.5− 43.5 0.6 40.1 ± 0.1 –
43.5− 44.5 0.6 40.0 ± 0.1 –
44.5− 45.5 0.6 39.7 ± 0.1 –
45.5− 46.5 0.6 39.7 ± 0.1 –
Source-HPGe Angle: 25◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 2.7 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 2.3 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
16.0− 20.0 0.6 – 31.3 ± 0.2
20.0− 24.0 0.6 – 31.5 ± 0.2
24.0− 28.0 0.6 – 32.1 ± 0.2
28.0− 32.0 0.6 42.0 ± 0.3 32.0 ± 0.2
32.0− 36.0 0.6 41.6 ± 0.3 32.9 ± 0.2
36.0− 40.0 0.6 40.9 ± 0.3 33.5 ± 0.2
40.0− 44.0 0.6 40.4 ± 0.2 34.2 ± 0.2
44.0− 48.0 0.6 39.7 ± 0.2 35.0 ± 0.2
48.0− 52.0 0.6 39.0 ± 0.2 35.7 ± 0.2
52.0− 56.0 0.6 37.5 ± 0.2 36.0 ± 0.2
56.0− 60.0 0.6 37.1 ± 0.2 37.7 ± 0.2
60.0− 64.0 0.6 36.5 ± 0.2 38.6 ± 0.2
64.0− 68.0 0.6 35.7 ± 0.2 38.8 ± 0.2
68.0− 72.0 0.6 35.2 ± 0.2 39.3 ± 0.2
72.0− 76.0 0.6 34.5 ± 0.2 40.0 ± 0.3
76.0− 80.0 0.6 33.4 ± 0.2 41.1 ± 0.3
80.0− 84.0 0.6 33.1 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.3
84.0− 88.0 0.6 32.6 ± 0.3 42.2 ± 0.3
88.0− 92.0 0.6 31.7 ± 0.3 42.0 ± 0.4
92.0− 96.0 0.6 31.0 ± 0.3 43.5 ± 0.4
96.0− 100.0 0.6 30.9 ± 0.3 43.4 ± 0.4
100.0− 104.0 0.6 31.3 ± 0.5 43.2 ± 0.5
104.0− 108.0 0.6 30.3 ± 0.4 44.1 ± 0.4
108.0− 112.0 0.5 29.4 ± 0.4 44.0 ± 0.5
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TABLE VII. Weighted fit of measured light and charge yields in neriX detector during runs I and II for data taken at a mean
drift field of 1.02 ± 0.12 kV/cm, assuming g1, η, and G values stated in text.
Source-HPGe Angle: 0◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 8.2 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 8.7 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
1.0− 3.0 0.6 29.2 ± 0.9 55.0 ± 0.3
3.0− 5.0 0.6 32.1 ± 0.5 41.3 ± 0.2
5.0− 7.0 0.6 36.7 ± 0.2 37.3 ± 0.2
7.0− 9.0 0.6 38.9 ± 0.2 35.1 ± 0.1
9.0− 11.0 0.6 39.1 ± 0.2 34.8 ± 0.1
11.0− 13.0 0.6 39.4 ± 0.2 34.8 ± 0.1
13.0− 15.0 0.6 39.3 ± 0.2 34.9 ± 0.1
15.0− 17.0 0.6 39.7 ± 0.2 34.5 ± 0.1
17.0− 19.0 0.6 39.2 ± 0.1 35.2 ± 0.1
19.0− 21.0 0.6 38.6 ± 0.1 –
21.0− 23.0 0.6 38.8 ± 0.1 –
23.0− 25.0 0.6 38.1 ± 0.1 –
25.0− 27.0 0.6 38.3 ± 0.1 –
27.0− 29.0 0.6 37.7 ± 0.1 –
29.0− 31.0 0.6 36.7 ± 0.1 –
31.0− 33.0 0.6 37.0 ± 0.2 –
33.0− 35.0 0.6 35.7 ± 0.1 –
35.0− 37.0 0.6 35.7 ± 0.1 –
37.0− 39.0 0.6 35.1 ± 0.2 –
39.0− 41.0 0.6 34.9 ± 0.1 –
41.0− 43.0 0.6 34.0 ± 0.1 –
43.0− 45.0 0.6 33.9 ± 0.2 –
45.0− 47.0 0.6 33.6 ± 0.1 –
Source-HPGe Angle: 25◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 9.3 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 12.0 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
16.0− 20.0 0.6 – 34.0 ± 0.2
20.0− 24.0 0.6 – 34.9 ± 0.2
24.0− 28.0 0.6 – 35.7 ± 0.1
28.0− 32.0 0.6 – 36.9 ± 0.1
32.0− 36.0 0.6 – 37.4 ± 0.1
36.0− 40.0 0.6 35.6 ± 0.2 39.2 ± 0.1
40.0− 44.0 0.6 33.9 ± 0.2 39.9 ± 0.1
44.0− 48.0 0.6 33.0 ± 0.1 40.9 ± 0.1
48.0− 52.0 0.6 32.3 ± 0.1 42.1 ± 0.1
52.0− 56.0 0.6 31.1 ± 0.1 42.9 ± 0.1
56.0− 60.0 0.6 30.4 ± 0.1 43.6 ± 0.1
60.0− 64.0 0.6 30.0 ± 0.1 44.5 ± 0.1
64.0− 68.0 0.6 29.0 ± 0.1 45.3 ± 0.1
68.0− 72.0 0.6 28.8 ± 0.1 45.7 ± 0.1
72.0− 76.0 0.6 28.3 ± 0.1 46.0 ± 0.1
76.0− 80.0 0.6 27.6 ± 0.1 47.0 ± 0.2
80.0− 84.0 0.6 26.9 ± 0.1 47.6 ± 0.2
84.0− 88.0 0.6 26.3 ± 0.1 48.1 ± 0.2
88.0− 92.0 0.6 25.6 ± 0.1 49.2 ± 0.2
92.0− 96.0 0.6 25.2 ± 0.1 49.7 ± 0.2
96.0− 100.0 0.6 24.5 ± 0.1 49.2 ± 0.2
100.0− 104.0 0.6 24.2 ± 0.1 49.7 ± 0.3
104.0− 108.0 0.6 23.3 ± 0.2 51.2 ± 0.3
108.0− 112.0 0.5 22.7 ± 0.2 51.0 ± 0.3
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TABLE VIII. Weighted fit of measured light and charge yields in neriX detector during runs I and II for data taken at a mean
drift field of 2.32 ± 0.28 kV/cm, assuming g1, η, and G values stated in text.
Source-HPGe Angle: 0◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 7.3 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 5.5 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
1.0− 3.0 0.6 28.6 ± 0.7 56.9 ± 0.3
3.0− 5.0 0.6 30.7 ± 0.4 43.0 ± 0.2
5.0− 7.0 0.6 34.6 ± 0.2 38.6 ± 0.1
7.0− 9.0 0.6 35.7 ± 0.2 37.8 ± 0.1
9.0− 11.0 0.6 36.2 ± 0.1 37.5 ± 0.1
11.0− 13.0 0.6 35.8 ± 0.1 38.1 ± 0.1
13.0− 15.0 0.6 35.7 ± 0.1 38.3 ± 0.1
15.0− 17.0 0.6 35.9 ± 0.1 38.7 ± 0.1
17.0− 19.0 0.6 35.2 ± 0.1 39.4 ± 0.1
19.0− 21.0 0.6 34.5 ± 0.1 –
21.0− 23.0 0.6 33.7 ± 0.1 –
23.0− 25.0 0.6 33.2 ± 0.1 –
25.0− 27.0 0.6 32.6 ± 0.1 –
27.0− 29.0 0.6 31.5 ± 0.1 –
29.0− 31.0 0.6 31.2 ± 0.1 –
31.0− 33.0 0.6 30.7 ± 0.1 –
33.0− 35.0 0.6 29.7 ± 0.1 –
35.0− 37.0 0.6 29.2 ± 0.1 –
37.0− 39.0 0.6 28.9 ± 0.1 –
39.0− 41.0 0.6 28.5 ± 0.1 –
41.0− 43.0 0.6 28.1 ± 0.1 –
43.0− 45.0 0.6 27.6 ± 0.1 –
45.0− 47.0 0.6 27.4 ± 0.1 –
Source-HPGe Angle: 25◦
Light Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 9.3 %
Charge Yield Relative Sys. Uncertainty: 9.1 %
Er Range HPGe Res. Light Yield Charge Yield
[keV] [keV] [photons/keV] [electrons/keV]
16.0− 20.0 0.6 – 38.6 ± 0.2
20.0− 24.0 0.6 – 39.9 ± 0.2
24.0− 28.0 0.6 – 41.7 ± 0.2
28.0− 32.0 0.6 – 42.5 ± 0.2
32.0− 36.0 0.6 – 44.2 ± 0.2
36.0− 40.0 0.6 – 45.4 ± 0.1
40.0− 44.0 0.6 27.9 ± 0.1 46.5 ± 0.1
44.0− 48.0 0.6 26.9 ± 0.1 47.7 ± 0.1
48.0− 52.0 0.6 25.8 ± 0.1 48.3 ± 0.1
52.0− 56.0 0.6 25.0 ± 0.1 49.3 ± 0.1
56.0− 60.0 0.6 24.5 ± 0.1 50.5 ± 0.1
60.0− 64.0 0.6 24.2 ± 0.1 50.4 ± 0.1
64.0− 68.0 0.6 23.2 ± 0.1 51.0 ± 0.1
68.0− 72.0 0.6 22.4 ± 0.1 52.0 ± 0.1
72.0− 76.0 0.6 22.3 ± 0.1 52.0 ± 0.1
76.0− 80.0 0.6 21.8 ± 0.1 52.3 ± 0.1
80.0− 84.0 0.6 21.4 ± 0.1 53.2 ± 0.2
84.0− 88.0 0.6 21.2 ± 0.1 53.8 ± 0.1
88.0− 92.0 0.6 20.6 ± 0.1 54.3 ± 0.2
92.0− 96.0 0.6 20.3 ± 0.1 53.4 ± 0.2
96.0− 100.0 0.6 20.0 ± 0.1 54.3 ± 0.2
100.0− 104.0 0.6 19.7 ± 0.1 55.0 ± 0.2
104.0− 108.0 0.6 19.4 ± 0.1 54.6 ± 0.2
108.0− 112.0 0.5 18.6 ± 0.1 55.5 ± 0.3
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